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Location & Language Settings


EN
 


Select Country
Andean Region
Arab World
Austria
Bangladesh
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Chile
Czechia & Slovakia
East Africa
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Israel
Italy
Japan
Malaysia & Singapore
Mexico
Netherlands
Nordic Region
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Sahel (Senegal)
South Korea
Southern Africa
Southern Cone
Spain
Switzerland
Thailand
Turkey
UK & Ireland
United States
Western Africa






Select Language




English




Swedish






































Young Changemaker of the Year award 2024



Youth is the key to our future. Nominate the winners of this year's edition







Ashoka's Young Changemakers 2024
Nominate here

























Creating successful and unique partnerships with different specializations to enable impact.



We believe that collaboration is key to solve complex challenges and achieve change. Therefore, we work closely together with various organizations to accomplish that.







Our Collaborations
Our Network




























Towards a shared

understanding of funding systems change.



Elected Ashoka Nordic Fellows work in collaborative and holistic ways across the most complex global issues.







Nordic Fellows
























Waves Summit 24




3-4 April in Helsinki 







Discover more about the Summit 
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Continued networks to support positive impact







Jenny Lindström-Beijar, Founder of the Human Rights association Our Normal , joined a global network with more than 3800 entrepreneurs through the lifetime Ashoka Fellowship as the newest Ashoka...
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Youth is the key to our future: Meet the winners of this year’s Young Changemaker Award







 

The third edition of the Young Changemaker of the Year award continues to grow with an increasing number of applicants, young leading social innovators who want to make this world a better place...
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Meet the newest Ashoka Fellows in the Nordics







We are proud to announce our three new Ashoka fellows: Jimmy Westerheim (Founder of The Human Aspect Foundation in Norway); Jenny Lindström-Beijar (Founder of Our Normal Association in Sweden) and...
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The future of diversity in the workplace: refugee integration in the job market.







When thinking of refugee integration, the job market is always a topic. So, it is not surprising to know that, when asked, ‘What makes you feel integrated?’, employment is the first aspect mentioned...
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Promoting Sustainability and Eco-Friendly Practices







With the growing need to preserve the environment and mitigate climate change, sustainable gardening has emerged as a meaningful means to reduce carbon emissions and support biodiversity.

[FELLOW...




















Recommend a Changemaker






Ashoka recognizes that it cannot possibly source the world’s leading Changemakers on its own. Do you know - or are you yourself - someone with a path-breaking new idea who is approaching problem-solving in an entrepreneurial and creative way?





Nominate Now
Partnering with Ashoka for social change
























I truly believe in collaboration, across sectors, across organizations and among people with different ideas and approaches. An open mind and passion for change are both crucial ingredients towards real collaboration and this has been evident across my interactions with Ashoka’s network.






Jennie Perzon



ASN member and Mistra Center for Sustainable Markets, Stockholm School of Economics
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Joining the Ashoka Fellowship was an opportunity for us to connect with the community of Ashoka team members, advisors, fellows, etc. being able to understand more in-depth what it means to bring systems change.






Rustam Nabiev



Ashoka Nordic Fellow and founder of Shifo Foundation
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I think Ashoka is a fantastic platform for networking and a catalyst for systems change.






Annika Pärson



ASN member and Chair of Young Solidarity Foundation
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Ashoka's Fellowship program is a really unique resource and society platform that thinks more about exponential approaches to scaling, providing a really helpful framework for doing exactly that together with a cohort of experts from the field of social innovation.






Sascha Haselmayer



Ashoka Nordic Fellow and Founder of Citymart
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Forbes knows that the story is change. No one sees that more clearly than Ashoka. It has an extraordinary ability both to envision the big, new patterns and to engineer their emergence.






Forbes
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Join our community






If 













you are curious to know more about what we do at Ashoka in the Nordics, subscribe to our bi-monthly Newsletter and get the most important updates from the Changemaking field, straight to your inbox.



Sign up today


























Contact




Ashoka Nordic, Swedish office

Magnus Ladulåsgatan 3

C/O The Park

118 63 Stockholm, Sweden

Sweden





[email protected]





Ashoka Nordic, Finnish office

C/O Sofia Helsinki Sofiankatu 4

00170 Helsinki, Finland

Finland





[email protected]





Facebook
Instagram
Youtube
Linkedin
Twitter











About Ashoka Office Locations Worldwide











Learn More

	
About us

	
Check our latest news

	
Events

	
Get involved












Stay Connected




  You must have JavaScript enabled to use this form.



We'd love to stay in touch! Sign up below to receive updates on Ashoka's work.

firstname




lastname




email




By submitting this form, you acknowledge that your Personal Data may be transferred to and processed in countries that do not provide the same level of data protection as your home country, as described in the Privacy Policy.








Privacy Policy
Cookie Policy
Terms of Service
Ashoka® a trademark of Ashoka


























